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Dynamics of On-Orbit Construction Process 5/- !
K.C. Park
This study looks at three aspects of on-orbit construction: perturbations of the orbiter due to changes in configuration of the
structure being deployed, the effects of flexibility on the dynamics of the orbiter and the deployed structure, and interaction
dynamics of the structures being assembled. Once the interaction dynamics are understood, appropriate strategies for control
and maneuvering of manipulators can be formulated.
Interaction Dynamics and Control for Orbital Assembly
Renjeng Su
Building structures and spacecTaft in orbit will require technologies for compliant contact of subassemblies. Satisfactory
compliant contacts must be secured for various joining operations to take place. Compliant interactions between mechanical
structuresmay be defined by thedynamics of position and contact forces. The basic problem here is how to use active and passive
control mechanisms to achieve stable interactions and a specified level of compliance. Results will be presented on stability
analysis, compliance control design, and steady-state contact dynamics specification.
Controls for Orbital Assembly of Large Space Structures
Mark Balas
To assemble large space structures, on-orbit control algorithms must deal with the berthing of flexible substructures while
maintaining stability and meeting basic performance goals. No doubt these operations will be carried out with the aid of flexible
robot manipulators. Controlling such complex dynamics will require reduced-order model-based algorithms for rapid response;
however, stability is easily compromised by interaction with unmodeled dynamics. Analytical and numerical results will be
presented in three areas: the stable berthing of actively controlled substructures; direct model reference adaptive control of
distributed flexible structure models; and control design for flexible structures with slow actuator dynamics.
Structural Load Control During Construction
MartinMikulas
For many large space structures, the major design loads can occur during the construction phase or during subsequent
maintenance or augmentation operations which involve moving large masses. In the absence of gravitational loadings, all major
Ioadings on space structures are transient in nature, unlike the traditional static loadings associated with Earth structures. This
fact requires the introduction of concepts for structuralelements designed to absorb load impulses. This talk will present a new
strut concept for a "fuse" in the structure which can release at prescribed levels of loading and return to the nominal position at
a controlled rate after the loading has passed. A discussion is presented of the general application of the strut to several space
structures, including the recent Space Shuttle thruster pressure blast on the Space Station solar arrays.
Systems Engineering Studies of On-Orbit Assembly Operations
George W. Morgenthaler
Systems engineering studies of orbital assembly operations at CSC focus on the issues of subassembly partitioning, packaging
and delivery to LEO,cost trade-offs, operation simulation, analysis of interruptability and constructibility, and expert systems
for construction sequence planning and evaluation. A simplified cost trade-off model will be presented which relates size of
Heavy Launch Lift Vehicles, number of subassemblies to be delivered to LEO, and the probability of mission success.
Expert Systems for Assembly Sequence Evaluation
Steve Jolly
Complexity of orbital assembly will ultimately stem from the actual physical properties and behavior of the delivered
subassemblies. To reduce this complexity it is desirable to launch the largest possible pre-integrated, pre-assembled, pre-tested
subassemblies, while simultaneously conforming to launch vehicle, construction tool and resource constraints. A simulation
model which combines numerical and symbolic engineering knowledge with heuristic reasoning will be presented. The main
function of this model is to decompose a representative SEI "Phase A" space vehicle into deliverable orbital subassemblies. The
model employs state-of-the-art constraint propagation techniques developed at Stanford University for terrestrial construction
to create a potentially powerful space research tool. Simulation results will be presented.
Lunar Regollth and Structure Mechanics
Stein Sture
Lunar regolith is unlike terrestrial unconsolidated soils. Its unusual strength and stiffness properties simplify design and
construction of embankments, shielding structures and foundations, but make it more difficult to perform excavations and cuts
than on Earth. In this presentation we focus on construction of regolith-structure facilities, and characteristics of scale-model
experiments. Fundamental mechanical properties of regolith and density variations on the lunar surface are also described.
Indigenous Lunar Construction Materials
Wayne Rogers
The utilization of local resources for the construction and operation of a lunar base can significantly reduce the cost of
transporting materials and supplies from Earth. The present study is an investigation of the feasibility of processing lunar
regolith to form construction materials and structural components. A scenario will be presented which integrates a processing
method with the design for a lunar base shelter and potential construction techniques.
Design Concepts for Pressurized Lunar Shelters Utilizing Indigenous Materials
John Happel
Two design concepts for pressurized lunar shelters are presented together with an in-depth analysis of primary and secondary
load conditions and arguments for the utilization of cast basalt as the principal construction material. The first design is
comprised of cast cylindrical segments which are post-tensioned in the longitudinal direction. The second design is based on
arch-slabs and post-tensioned ring girders which are also post-tensioned longitudinally to create a structure dominated by
compression. Construction sequences are outlined for rapid assembly of the two pressurized shelters.
Configuration Optimization of Space Structures
CarlosFelippa
The suitability of Kikuchi's homogenization method for the configuration-shape-size optimization of space structures is
investigated. A "design domain block" filled initially with finite elements is gradually "sculpted" into an optimal structure. This
new method promises to be a powerful tool in helping the conceptual designer. We focus on its application to planetary
structures.
Telerobotic Rovers for Extraterrestrial Construction
Jim Avery
Robotic rovers will play a crucial role in extraterrestrialconstruction. They will substitute for humans in many operations such
as surveying, sensing, signaling and load handling. Rover systems must be versatile so that they can perform a wide variety of
jobs, and robust to parts failures. To this end, the ideas of software modularity and multi-robot coordination are being
investigated. The current focuses include the development of three telerobotic platforms, infrared positioning systems, and a
4-degree-of-freedom manipulator. Design concepts and telerobotic development will be presented.
Lunar Surface Structural Concepts and Construction Studies
Martin Mikulas
A preliminary design for a heavy liftcrane capable of positioning 30,000 kg masses on the surface of the moon will be presented.
This crane will enable remote or autonomous precision positioning of large masses without the manual aid of astronauts. The
crane concept makes use of three cables instead of one to maintain positive, precise control of the payload. The presentation will
include crane mass, stiffness, and control, and will describe an ongoing experimental program to evaluate the concept.
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Librational Motion of a Space Shuttle
100 minutes circular orbit
(x= - xzz)/iyy=
Initial Disturbance: w1 -w3 = 0, w2 = -0.105 deg/s
g
Fig. 1 Orbiting Space Shuttle with MB.MS
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Fig. 2 Three Dimensional Librational Response
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Fig. 3 Librational Response of a Space Shuttle Under Small Disturbances
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Fig. 4 Librational Response of a Space Shuttle Under Small Disturbances
Pitching Angle = Rolling Angle = Yawing Angle = 25 degrees
Maneuvering of Shuttle Remote Maneuverno Systems (SRMS)
Properties of SRMS:
• Weight = 4!0 Kg
• Length = 15 m
• Cross Section Area = 0.0022 m2
• Young's Module = 1.27 X 10zl Pa
• Shear Module = 3.18 X I0 z° Pa
• Density = 1.2 X 104 Kg/m 3
• Tip Maneuvering Speed (without payload) = 0.6 m/s
wRIST CCI"V
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CONTACT IMPACT OF 2 RIGID BALLS
ml=5kg, m2=2Kg
1) vl = 0.2 m/s,
2) fl = 0.01 N,
3) vl = 0.1 m/s,
v2 = - 0.1 m/s
f2 = - 0.0O8 N
v2 = - 0.05 m/s, fl = 0.01 N, f2 =-0.001 N
ml m2
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Tip Trajectory of Rigid & Flexible SRMS
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End Effector • Rigid SRMS
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Admittance model of the manipulator.
_ F_(OV,_(Odt__o




Impedance model of the environment.
_ F_(OV_(Odt>_0
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Removal/insertion of a misaligned module.
OF POOR QUALITY
Model of a "typical" actuator.
Parameter Value Units
Motor Inertia, Jm
(reflected to output side)
Motor Viscous Damping, Bm
(reflected to output side)
Harmonic Drive Stiffness, Ks
Load Viscous Damping, B1



































Moderate fidelity model of PD position-controlled actuator.
xlO-5




-5 ........... , .................
-6
0 20 40 60 80 100
Frequency, Hz
Minimum total energy delivered to the system over 1 second for a 1 N-m
amplitude sinusoid disturbance torque (100 Hz bandwidth torque loop, 100 Hz
bandwidth sensor dynamics, 1000 Hz bandwidth amp_lifter dynamics, 200 Hz
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Real Axis
Nyquist diagram of the admittance response for the PDposition-controlled
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Real Axis x 10-4
Nyquist diagram of the admittance response above 50 Hz for the PD position-






Generalized Actuator Control Block Diagram.
U2_Y2
Standard H= minimization problem.
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• commM1.a3 global control
ML
M3
De-centralized Control for Flexible Multi-body Systems
Local and Global Control
Localized actuator and sensor
assembly for flexible conu'ol
Global actuators and sensors
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Figure 4. The adaptive, seLf-tuning EMF.
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Model Following (SG Compensator: Urcf= !)
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Payload Mass: 62 T
(Cargo Frame Mass: 14.3 T)
HLLV Config: 5
Fairing: EC_%.
Payload Mass: 116.5 T
(Cargo Frame Mass: 15.2 T)
HLLV Config: 1
Fairing: NC_,k
Pavtoad Mass: 102 T
(Cargo Frame Mass:13.3 T)
HLLV Config: 5
Fairing: ECA
Payload Mass: 935 T
(Cargo Frame Mass: 26.7 T)




Payload Mass': 145 T
(Cargo Frame Mass: 18.9 T)
Titan IV Configuration
Payload Mass: 19.9 T
(Cargo Frame Mass: 5.7 T)
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Shuffle Oeh'veci _ Vetl|c_e_
Dlttlfffl_ ° OIBRl_lm VlDIICM_
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_gPAC_=t.IGHT. V_. 31, S6atsrnD_ lgW
F_gure 6
Performance of Shuttle Derived Laun_ Vehictes
gGOoO00










aole i. v enicle <_os_ i_er:o_ance kTnousan_:s o[ i_b'O co_:ars)
Vemcte iCosl (Millions)IPounCs_o LE,C !KQ toLEO !Cos_'Kq (thousanc_s)
Scout I 71 574l 2611 65.13J
Coneszcca 2 gl 1 3 97! _3 5t 44.3g!
Scout II 211 ! _ a,_i 5381 3g.031
E.=AC S-I 291 24991 11361 25.53i
EPAC S-II 431 6600t 30001 14.33i
IOe_ta _16g2"J 42t 87001 39_,=51 10.52i
i j
Delta 117920 711 11 0861 50391 14.09{
Atlas I 801 129801 59001 13.56t
Atlas 11 g2j I491 61 6780t 13.571
EPAC S-3 661 1 5_62! 721 01 <9.15t
E.=AC _ 7-=1 203281 g2401 8.12 t
EPAC S-5 87t 246401 112001 7.77!
E.=AC S-6 105i 29£201 126001 7.721
Atlas Ila 991 1 56641 7120t ! 3.90i
i
Atlas llas 1 211 18942! 86101 14.35t
Anane IV 65t 205001 931 81 6.98t
J
"T;tan III 185t 32432_ 14742t 1 2.55 t
Tkan IV 276t 46-3001 213161 12.g5l
Shuttle C 2401 1500001 681821 3.52 tShuttle Z 3431 2500001 1t36361 3.02
Titan IV/Cant 2761 680001 3090gt 8.93t
Saturn V 6001 3080001 140000i 4.291
Shuttle 1 345l 543861 24721J 13.96t
Shuttle 2 2001 543861 24721 j 8.0gl
Shuttle 3 3,_5l 3036001 1380001 2.501'
Shuttle 4 200f 3036001 1380001 1.45}
Note: There are four Shuttle clata entries here because t_e Shuttle is t_e only one of these launch vehicles
whose payload compartment, the ©miter, is recoverable and reusable. This makes it difficult to
compare it with expendable launc,_ vehic!es. Saturn V ¢ata are from Rot. 11.
Shuttle '_ this is the data entry for the standard Shuttle from Ref. 10.
Shu111e 2 this entry shows a reduction of the cost of the Shuttle "launch vehicle" by an estimate of the
cost of the Or'oiter, whic,h is assumed to be reolaced by a fairing. The amortized cost used was
the $4.1 billion Omiter cost divided by a 2B launc,h utilization lifetime, i.e., approximately
$145 million per launch, reducing the $345 million to $200 million per launch.
Shale 3 this entry keeps the $345 million cost per Iaunch of the Shuttle but assumes that the Orbiter is
replaced by a payload bay. The LEO delivery weight is thus (24,721 + 113,279) = 138,000 kg.
Shuttle 4 this entry shows a reduction of the per launch cost by $145 million and an increase of the
paytoad delivered to LEO to 138,000 kg.
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NUMBER OF PAYLOADS NEEDED
NL(W) -- _¢Vo/W] + (I/2){1 + sgn(Wo/w . [Wo/W])] sg-n(Wo/W _ ['VVo/W])
Nv(w) = [Vo/VH(w)] + (1/2){1 + sgn(Vo/VH(w) - [Vo/VH(w)])} x
sgn(Vo/VH(w) - [Vo/VH(W)])
N(w) = Max [N_.(w), Nv(w)}
LAUNCH VEHICLE RELIABILITY
Then the probability of a successful launch to LEO, i.e.not more than h units out
o( n (ailing, is
(12)
h
Pn(n-h) = Z (n!/(n-j)!j!)Fn'J@
j--O
If we let r be the conditionaI probability that an engine fails catastrophically,
given that it (aiIs, then
(13) q = qr + q(1-r),
where q(1-r) = probability of that an engine fails, but not catastrophically.
Hence,
(14) Pn(n) = pnqO(I-r)O = pn
Pn(n-1) = npn'lq(I-r) + pn
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-----Pn(n) { ,"_ !
'><-----Pn(n-1) i------Pn(n-2) i
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
# of Ctustered Rockets
Launch Vehicle Reliabilityas a Function of Clustered Rockets


















I ! II I
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
# of Clustered Rockets
Launch Vehicle Reliabilityas a Function of Clustered Rockets
(p = 0.98, r = 0.25)
MAKING THE LAUNCH WINDOW?
11 N = N(w) payload deliveries are needed to assemble the spacecaft
and if time for up to j ad/ilonal launches is inciuded in the schedule to
compensate for up to (j - I) [munch failures, then, assuming no political
launch hiatus after any failure,





is the negative binomial density Which gives the probability that the Nth
success is at,h/eyed predse!y a_ the (N + i )th launch.
LIMITATIONS ON HLLV SIZE
I. Limitations on the usable size and shape of payload bays and the limited
deployabilit T of space slruct_ures;
2. Limitations on the size of propellant tankage domes (currently around I0 to
15 meters in diameter) that can be built with current me+hods of metal
forming, spinning, welding, etc;
3. Limitations on the size of loads that can be transported by air,rail,truck, and
barge;
4. Limitations on the size of facilitiesand handling ability of canes, transports,
and "strongbacks" at launch sites;
5. Limitations on the sai[etyconsiderations for handling and launching very
large Quantities of cryogenic or hypergolic propellants, particular[v with
respect to the population living in the local abort zone;
6. Limitaions on the reliability06 I-.:LLVs that are made 06 a [argo number of
clustered tanks;
7. Limitations of cost and risk in concentrating too many resources in a single
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In Situ Density, p (g/era 3)
Best Estimates of Lunar Soil In Situ Density Versus Depth (data after
Carrier, 1990)
• ///
40 0 42.5 _5.0 _7.5 50.0 52.5 55.0 57 5 _2 "
Friction Angle, _ (degrees)
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Cohesion, c (kPa)
Best Estimates of Lunar Soil Cohesion Versus Depth (data after Carrier. 1900)
00 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 '0
NORMAL STRESS a (_Pa)
Mohr-Coulomb Peak Strength Envelopes for Lunar Regolith ai,d MLS-l





















Front t{aJfof Split Box
Load Cell
Back Ha2fof SpLit Box
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MRS-Lade Prediction for Unconfined Compression Test From Calibra-
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Structural Design Concepts for Pressurized Lunar Shelters Utilizing
Indigenous Materials:
John Amin Happel, Kaspar Willam, Benson Shing
1. Design Objective:
Pressurized shelter built of indigenous lunar materials
2. Scope:
a.) Structural Design w! Lunar Conditions
b.) Review of Previous Concepts
c.) Selection of Indigenous Material
d.) Design Variables
e.) Design 1: Cylindrical Segments
f.) Design 2: Arch-Slabs with Post-Tensioned Ring Girders






1 atm. pressure = 1440 psf load, terrestrial loads = 150 psf
100 ft. (30.5m) of regolith to balance pressure load
* High Radiation;
Radiation shieldina reauired
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* Poor Soil Conditions for Anchoring Foundations;
Regolith depth > 16ft (5m) most locations
Tension anchors difficult
"floatino" structures
* Very Remote Site;
Setup & resupply expensive






Long Days and Nights (construction)
Extreme Temperatures (sealants)
4. Review of Previously Proposed Concepts:
*Chow, P.Y., Lin, T.Y. ; T.Y. Lin Assoc.; 1989
30' -0"
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FIG. 3. Wall Conslbruction and Latticed Web Details
FIG. 1. Pressurized Self-Supporting Membrane Structure (PSSMSj
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Figure 2. - Typical Framing Plan






5. Rationale for Indigenous Materials:
* Large structures need large quantities of materials
* Permits rapid growth and expansion of activities;
Reduces shipping costs
Reduces time
* Ship high tech equipment not structural mass
6. Indigenous Material Choices:
* Fused and Sintered Regolith, Bricks and Blocks;
Easy to manufacture
Low strength, highly heterogenous material properties
* Lunar Glasses and Glass-Glass Composites;
High strength
Very promising still experimental
* Lunar Concrete;
Raw materials for aggregrate and cement available
Mechanical properties well understood
* Steel and other Structural Metals;
Excellent mechanical properties
Complicated, multi-step manufacturing process
0I _ _























One step manufacturing process
Good mechanical strength properties
Selected as primary construction material
7. Cast Basalt Properties:
Tensile strength: ft = 34.5 MPa (5,000 psi);
Compressive strength: fc=538 MPa (78,000 psi);
Modulus of elasticity: E=100 GPa (14E6 psi);
Fracture toughness: Kc= 2 MPa_/m , +/- 50%




large enough to contain Space Station Freedom modules
* Loading conditions;
Internal pressure=lO psi (0.069 MPa)
Regolith shielding depth= 15 ft (4.5m)
*Constraints imposed by cast basalt;
Brittle:
Low tensile stresses
Compression should dominate structure
Post-tensioning
Material hardness
Maximum volume of single component= 70.6 ft3
Determined by casting process
(2 m3)
* Maximum moveable weight= 1,670 lunar Ibs (44.5 kN)




No arches, vaults, or domes
* Minimize excavation
9. Design One, Cylindrical Segments:
Dimensions:
Diameter= 23 ft (7m)
Wall thickness=3 in. (7.6 cm)
Total length= 60 ft (18.3m), forty segments
Segment length= 1.5 ft. (46 cm)
Floor thickness= 8 in. (20 cm)
Leg width= 15 in. (38 cm)








Minimal use of reinforcing
Efficient
*Negative;
Feasibility of casting basalt into large structural elements
a.) under lunar conditions
b.) mold design





























1. Cast 40 segments, 2 end caps
2. Smooth site, area= 33 x 60 ft (10 x 18m)
or excavate a flat-bottomed trench, depth = 6.5 ft. (2m)
3. Place two long guide-rail beams
a.) cast in segments
b.) cast in place
4. Align rail sections and bolted together
5. Place first cylindrical segment
a.) Insert eight tendons into ducts
b.) Install the gasket material
6. Place following segment on rails
a.) advance tendons through the current segment
b.) repeat steps 5 & 6 until the last segment is in place
7. Install end caps
8. Post-tension tendons to pull entire structure tightly together
9. Pressurize structure
10. Bury the structure





10. Design Two, Arch-Slabs
Dimensions:
* Overall Dimensions;
Height= 18 ft (5.5m),
Length= 60 ft.(18m)
with Post-Tensioned Ring Girders
Width = 23 ft (18m)
*Slab Dimensions;
Span= 76 in (193 cm), Edge thickness,= 10 in (25 cm)
Center thickness= 3 in (7.6 cm)
*Girder Dimensions;
Span= 25 ft (7.6m), Width= 7 in (17.8 cm)










Greater number of cast pieces
More complicated construction sequence
Much more reinforcement material needed























































1. Cast; 36 arch-slabs, 40 girders, 2 end caps
2. Level site
3. Place first 2 floor girders
a.)lay tendons beneath,
b.)set slab between them
c.) repeat nine times
4. Place end cap in position and brace
5. Install 2 opposing wall slabs,
a.) set ceiling slab on top
6. Install first complete ring girder set
a.) wrap tendons around girder set
b.) post-tension first two tendons
7. Repeat steps (5.) and (6.) nine times
8. Install final end cap
9. Install and post-tension longitudinal tendons
10. Pressurize
11. Bury
12. Fit out interior
Consteuction Sequence
Steps 1 to 3 _ n n n n n n n
Steps 4 to 6
::_I_ I n n 11 n n n n
Step 7 (etc,)
11. Future Research:
* Mechanical properties of cast basalt;
a.) fracture toughness & notch sensitivity
b.) distribution of tensile strength values
* Feasibility of casting basalt into large structural elements
* Gasket material and design
* Additional design(s) under consideration;
a.) evaluate three designs
b.) select one for detailed design and testing
* Develop FE predictive model for full stress analysis of final concept
* Build and test 1/6 scale model in laboratory utilizing cast basalt or
simulant materials
12. Conclusions:
1 .) Cast basalt selected
2.) Several designs are feasible
3.) Additional research needed
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